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Sign up for alert manager sign-in | Sign up for the Alert Manager Sign Team Code: {{::appC.teamCode}} The Münster School Athletic Association (MSAA) is a voluntary organization that supports sports in secondary schools across Münster under the auspices of the Irish School Athletic Association. There are three
areas: northern, southern and eastern. Some events will only take place at the Münster level when local qualifiers (cross-country and athletics) and other events (combined events and indoor events) are directly entered. Each region has its own web site that can be accessed through the link menu. Recognised secondary
schools can be charged a fee of €70 each year, and students can participate in a variety of events. It is an absolute requirement that schools must partner before students compete in local or local competitions. National Community Game RE: Messages from athletics. All athletic events take place on the grass tracks of
Abbotstown, with the exception of high jumps and long jumps held in indoor venues. Long jumps and high jump spikes must be at least 5 mm. All other field events are held on the grass. ©2020 Wal-Mart Store, Inc.©2020 Wal-Mart Store, Inc. Cookies are small pieces of information stored securely on your computer. For
browsers that can store cookies, you should refer to the Wal-Mart Canada website. We use cookies to store information such as your language preferences and nearest Wal-Mart stores. Personal information, such as shipping addresses, is not stored in cookies. Activate cookies in your browser or switch to your latest
web browser. You can also search Walmart Canada flyers without cookies. Bottare navigator web n'accepte pas les témoins. Les témoins sont de petits renseignements stockés de façon sécuritaire dans votre ordinateur. Un navigateur capable de stocker des témoins est requis pour consulter le site Web de Walmart
Canada. Nous utilisons des témoins pour sauvegarder des renseignements, comme vos préférences en matière de langue et de magasin. Vos renseignements staff, comme votre adresse d'expédition, ne sont jamais sauvegardés dans un témoin. Veuillez activer les témoins dans votre navigateur ou utiliser un navigateur
Web plus récent. Vous pouvez aussi consultant la circulation Wal-Mart Canada en ligne sans témoins. ©2020 Wal-Mart Store, Inc. Cookies are small pieces of information stored securely on your computer. For browsers that can store cookies, you should refer to the Wal-Mart Canada website. We use cookies to store
information such as your language preferences and nearest Wal-Mart stores. Personal information, such as shipping addresses, is not stored in cookies. Activate cookies in your browser or switch to your latest web browser. You can also search Walmart Canada flyers without cookies. Boate navigator web n'accepte pas
Witnesses. Witnesses are small information stored securely on your computer. If you have a browser that can store cookies, you must visit the Wal-Mart Canada website. We use cookies to back up information such as your language and store preferences. Your personal information, such as the shipping address, will not
be stored in the witness. Activate cookies in your browser or use your latest web browser. You can also check Wal-Mart Canada flyers online without cookies. ©2020 Wal-Mart Store, Inc.©2020 Wal-Mart Store, Inc. Cookies are small pieces of information stored securely on your computer. For browsers that can store
cookies, you should refer to the Wal-Mart Canada website. We use cookies to store information such as your language preferences and nearest Wal-Mart stores. Personal information, such as shipping addresses, is not stored in cookies. Activate cookies in your browser or switch to your latest web browser. You can also
search Walmart Canada flyers without cookies. Web browsers do not accept cookies. Witnesses are small information stored securely on your computer. If you have a browser that can store cookies, you must visit the Wal-Mart Canada website. We use cookies to back up information such as your language and store
preferences. Your personal information, such as the shipping address, will not be stored in the witness. Activate cookies in your browser or use your latest web browser. You can also check Wal-Mart Canada flyers online without cookies. Smart 3000 rechargeable electric toothbrush white teeth remove surface stains and
remove teeth from 1 st. SKU: 0690558557496 UPC: 069055857496 Oral Care: Sample PSelector Pro 500: 159 PSelector Pro 1000: 160 PSelector Pro 1500: 161 PSelector Pro 3000: 11 2 PSelector Pro 5000: 162 PSelector Pro 6000: 115 PSelector Pro 7000: 126 PSelector Pro 8000: 163 PSelector Genius X: Shopping
with 167 Features: 3 Shopping with Brushing Mode Features: Bluetooth Connection Shop Features : 2-minute timer shop features: standard charger and battery add-on: brush head includes: 1 add-on - brushing mode in: 3 add-ons: smart coaching via brush app connection: e.d. bv_product_ID: pc3000 category store:
electric toothbrush up-sell ProductSku: 20800922647 up-selling ProductSku: 208009226233bvProductId: short: teeth white surface: white. Price Spider Button Support: Yes Price SpiderSKU: 06905558557496 Collection Card Type: 2 Description Oral-B Smart 3000 Bluetooth Connected Electric Rechargeable
Toothbrush The Oral-B Smart 3000 rechargeable electric toothbrush delivers a clean, clinically superior toothbrush compared to a regular manual toothbrush. Includes: White Teeth Start 1* Oral-B Bluetooth technology connects electric toothbrushes to oral B apps to monitor personalized brushing routines and daily
monitoring in-handle brushing non-timer pulses every 30 seconds to tell us when to switch areas of the mouth by 3 mod toothbrush handles: Daily Clean – Everyday Cleaning Whitening Sensitive – U.S. Dental Association Oral-B recommends a soft cleaning, visible pressure #1 sensor that indicates when brushing too
hard, and is recommended by the Dental Brand *Whitens Brand worldwide By eliminating lost stains worldwide, the oral-B Smart 3000 charge full-charge electric toothbrush provides a regular manual toothbrush and a very clean brush. There are three modes (daily clean, whitening and sensitivity), a pressure sensor that
lights up if brushed too hard, and a timer on the back of the handle so that you can wipe the 2 minutes recommended by the dentist. Best of all, oral-B, a #1 brand used by dentists around the world, is available. **P&amp;C Based on a survey of a representative worldwide sample of dentists performed regularly for G. A
dentist-inspired roundhead specialist dentist surrounds each tooth at a 16-degree angle with the design of a CrossAction toothbrush head and removes up to 300% more plaque along the gum line*. And dynamic cleaning behavior adapts to the teeth with vibration, rotation and pulsation, disassembling and removing more
plaque than a regular manual toothbrush. * Vs Regular Manual Toothbrush Oral-B Smart 3000 Mode and Feature Daily Cleaning: Comprehensive Daily Cleaning Whitening: Polishing teeth to remove surface stains: sensitive teeth gently clean the visible pressure sensor: too hard to stop pulsating when brushing the
visible pressure sensor on the oral-B Smart 3000 visible pressure sensor Smart 3000 lighting. The visible pressure sensor is ideal for better brushing, as too much pressure can cause harmful over-brushing. Let us know when it's time to focus on wiping the next quadrant of your mouth, with a useful on-handle timer
buzzing every 30 seconds of the Oral-B Smart 3000 Pro timer. An electric toothbrush will alert you to brushing for 2 minutes recommended by your dentist. Warranty Information What applies to oral-B guarantees? The Shoe-B warranty starts on the day of purchase and runs for two years. If oral-B products are defective
during the warranty period, they will be replaced free of charge*. The warranty does not include cosmetic damage, such as scratches or damage thereof: normal wear, misuse, dust or water products *Service Centers are similarly technically replaceable or cannot perform higher-spec devices, such as recharging products
that are used for commercial purposes by manipulating improper use repairs performed by unauthorized agents to properly handle the product by an unauthorized agent due to oral-B/Braun failure. The service center may not be able to supply toothbrushes of the same color. How can I use an oral-B electric toothbrush?
If you're having trouble with your oral-B toothbrush, check our online repair service! Here are some troubleshooting tips that can help you solve the problem. All you have to do is go to service.braun.com, select your region, country, and language, and then click the online verification button. If you can't fix the problem
and need to send a toothbrush for the service, you can use the online service to print prepaid mail labels and get a tracking number. You can use a tracking number to track the progress of your request. To receive a prepaid postal label, you must have a receipt with the purchase date and the brush must be within the
warranty period. If online repair services are not available, see the instructions below. Warranty Service: Visit www.service.braun.com to find details of the nearest Brown/Shoe-B authorized service center. No need to include accessories such as brush heads or refill stands. A copy of the date purchase certificate (always
keep your own copy). A brief description of the problem that occurs in your name, return address, contact phone number, e-mail address, and product: A letter containing the following information: If you include an e-mail address, the Braun/Oral-B service center will send you an update along with when the product is
received and the product is shipped again, along with your tracking number. All products shipped for service must be packed in the proper box to withstand normal cargo handling. We recommend that your package be properly insured and shipped using a carrier that can provide tracking. We cover all repair costs and
return the shipment to you. Warranty exclusion: At the expense of the payment, the device will be sent to the Brown/Shoe-B Authorized Service Center. If your product warranty has expired, we will send you a quote for approval and payment before all services. Before shipping your device, it's a good idea to contact an
authorized service center to discuss your service requirements. Bluetooth-connected electric rechargeable toothbrush oral-B smart 3000 rechargeable electric toothbrush It is clinically superior and clean compared to regular manual toothbrushes. Includes: White Teeth Start 1* Oral-B Bluetooth technology connects
electric toothbrushes to oral B apps to monitor personalized brushing routines and daily monitoring in-handle brushing non-timer pulses every 30 seconds to tell us when to switch areas of the mouth by 3 mod toothbrush handles: Daily Clean – Everyday Cleaning Whitening Sensitive – U.S. Dental Association Oral-B
recommends a soft cleaning, visible pressure #1 sensor that indicates when brushing too hard, and is recommended by the Dental Brand *Whitens Brand worldwide By eliminating lost stains worldwide, the oral-B Smart 3000 charge full-charge electric toothbrush provides a regular manual toothbrush and a very clean
brush. There are three modes (daily clean, whitening and sensitivity), a pressure sensor that lights up if brushed too hard, and a timer on the back of the handle so that you can wipe the 2 minutes recommended by the dentist. Best of all, oral-B, a #1 brand used by dentists around the world, is available. **P&amp;C
Based on a survey of a representative worldwide sample of dentists performed regularly for G. A dentist-inspired roundhead specialist dentist surrounds each tooth at a 16-degree angle with the design of a CrossAction toothbrush head and removes up to 300% more plaque along the gum line*. And dynamic cleaning
behavior adapts to the teeth with vibration, rotation and pulsation, disassembling and removing more plaque than a regular manual toothbrush. * Vs Regular Manual Toothbrush Oral-B Smart 3000 Mode and Feature Daily Cleaning: Comprehensive Daily Cleaning Whitening: Polishing teeth to remove surface stains:
sensitive teeth gently clean the visible pressure sensor: too hard to stop pulsating when brushing the visible pressure sensor on the oral-B Smart 3000 visible pressure sensor Smart 3000 lighting. The visible pressure sensor is ideal for better brushing, as too much pressure can cause harmful over-brushing. Let us know
when it's time to focus on wiping the next quadrant of your mouth, with a useful on-handle timer buzzing every 30 seconds of the Oral-B Smart 3000 Pro timer. An electric toothbrush will alert you to brushing for 2 minutes recommended by your dentist. What is the Oral-B Warranty? The Shoe-B warranty starts on the day
of purchase and runs for two years. If oral-B products are defective during the warranty period, they will be replaced free of charge*. Warranty does not include cosmetic damage such as scratches or damage: products that are modulated with improper use repairs performed by agents who are not authorized by normal
wear accidents, misuse, dust or water. Recharging the product due to poor management of the product or used for commercial purposes *The Service Center will send you a similar technical replacement or if a higher-spec device is not possible. The service center may not be able to supply toothbrushes of the same
color. How can I use an oral-B electric toothbrush? If you're having trouble with your oral-B toothbrush, check our online repair service! Here are some troubleshooting tips that can help you solve the problem. All you have to do is go to service.braun.com, select your region, country, and language, and then click the
online verification button. If you can't fix the problem and need to send a toothbrush for the service, you can use the online service to print prepaid mail labels and get a tracking number. You can use a tracking number to track the progress of your request. To receive a prepaid postal label, you must have a receipt with
the purchase date and the brush must be within the warranty period. If online repair services are not available, see the instructions below. Warranty Service: Visit www.service.braun.com to find details of the nearest Brown/Shoe-B authorized service center. No need to include accessories such as brush heads or refill
stands. A copy of the date purchase certificate (always keep your own copy). A brief description of the problem that occurs in your name, return address, contact phone number, e-mail address, and product: A letter containing the following information: If you include an e-mail address, the Braun/Oral-B service center will
send you an update along with when the product is received and the product is shipped again, along with your tracking number. All products shipped for service must be packed in the proper box to withstand normal cargo handling. We recommend that your package be properly insured and shipped using a carrier that
can provide tracking. We cover all repair costs and return the shipment to you. Warranty exclusion: At the expense of the payment, the device will be sent to the Brown/Shoe-B Authorized Service Center. If your product warranty has expired, we will send you a quote for approval and payment before all services. Before
shipping your device, it's a good idea to contact an authorized service center to discuss your service requirements. Need.
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